
OPEN FIELD AGRICULTURE IN
THE PEAK DISTRICT

By W. E. WIGHTMAN.

f T has for too long been assumed that in the Middle Ages the villages of
I the northern part of Derbyshire were not the traditional type of nucleated
Ivillages that were typical of the Midlands and of the Vale of York, but
"scattered hamlets grouped into parishes for the purposes of administrative
convenience", as for example in western Somerset or in Devonshire.' This
is based largely on two assumptions, one that the highland zone of England
did not in general have nucleated villages, and the other that the Domesday
entries for the upland parts of the county appear in the form of several import-
ant main manors each with a large number of smaller subordinate berewicks
attached. The first of these two arguments is itself an assumption which needs
testing, especially as it has already been suggested that "the pastoral villages
of the western hills, the Peak District, the Pennines, or the Lake District
knew some arable fields - even open fields".'The Domesday evidence, too,
is not in the least conclusive. The terms "manor" and "berewick" were
frequently applied quite arbitrarily by the clerks. The appearance of a village
as a subordinate berewick means no more (and no less) than that it was
attached administratively to the main manor, and it does not necessarily mean
that it was just a hamlet .The berewicks of such enormous Domesday manors
as the royal estate of Leominster in Herefordshire, the archbishop of York's
manor of Sherburn in the Vale of York, and Ilbert de Lacy's manor of
Kippax, to the east of Leeds, were all, or nearly all, nucleated villages in
their own right. There is nothing whatever to suggest that the same is not
true of the large estates in the Peak District, those with their centres at
Darley, Matlock Bridge, Wirksworth, Ashbourne, Parwich, Bakewell, Ash-
ford, Hope, Longdendale and Hathersage. Indeed, since the whole of this
part of the county was shared by only four people in ro86 (the king himself,
Henry de Ferrers, William Peveril and Ralph fitz Hubert), it would have
been most surprising if the estates had not been in some way grouped together
tor the sake of more efficient administration.

The object of this article, then, is to examine such evidence as there is,
and to see whether in fact open field agricultural methods, as opposed to
the cultivation of small separate enclosed fields, were in use here during the
medieval period. One of the main sources of information has been the traces

I F. 1\{. Stenton, V.C.H., DerLy, I, 3tz.
2 M. W. Beresford, The Lost Villages ol England, 4o.
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which survive on the ground of "ridge and furrow", demonstrated by Beres-
ford to be an indication of the existence of medieval strip cultivation. The
other main source has been those surviving surveys which do show open fields
and strip systems in this area. These two have been reinforced by reference
to Tate's list of enclosures in the county which included open field arable.'
It must be emphasized, however, that the absence of any noticeable ridge
and furrow is no proof that it did not exist: it may have been ploughed out
subsequently, or have disappeared naturally on sloping hillsides through the
phenomenon known as "mass wastage". Similarly, the existence of. a tTth
century survey showing only enclosed fields is no proof that those fields had
not been open a century or more earlier. Finally, the examples quoted below
cannot pretend to be a comprehensive and definitive list of all the areas where
ridge and furrow may be found in the upland areas of Wirksworth and High
Peak wapentakes, although there will be enough instances to show that its
occurrence is by no means infrequent. Whilst some cases of ridge and furrow
are obvious to the most casual observer, there are many more where it has
been obscured, either by some comparatively high crop or by subsequent
but not necessarily intensive ploughing. The discovery of these can often
only be a matter of luck aerial photograph taken in the right conditions
of light and shadow, a crop pattern showing the outlines of the system, or
even a chance undulation on a skyline.

In the same way that the Anglo-Saxon invaders advanced up the river
valleys bringing their system of land usage with them, the modern observer
must, if he is to make sense of the evidence, follow the lines of the rivers
penetrating into the highland areas. He must also treat the zone as a whole,
and not stop at any artificial county boundary. The starting point for the
western part of the area must therefore be Ashbourne, where the various
streams which drain the highlands join the Dove as it enters the lowland
plain. As might be expected with a town lying at between 4oo and 5oo ft.
above sea level, Ashbourne shows clear evidence of strip cultivation.a The
same can be said of the villages in the valley of the Henmore Brook on the
east side of the town. The open fields of the lost villages of Offcote and Under-
rvood are clearly visible, as are those of Atlow, where, as so often, one group
of strips can be seen running at a sharp angle to another.s The village of
Callow, almost deserted but not quite, also has its strips visible.G Slightly
{urther north, the road from Ashbourne to Wirksworth provides a classic
example of strip systems. Beyond the open fields of Underwood there lie

3 W. E. Tate, "Enclosure Acts and Arvards relating to Derbyshire", D.A.I., LXY (1944-5), 3z-48.
Tate suggested, but apart from compiling this list made no efiort to prove, that there had been a
considerable amount of open field working in the north of the county.

4 Ordnance Survey, 7th ed., Grid Relerences r8g+ZZ, 175468. There is a large quantity at this latter
point, but only one reference will be given for any one stretch. The existence of ridge and furrorv
abott 1547 is also shorvn by E. M. Yates, "lIap of Ashbourne", D.l./.. LXXX (rfu), rz4-8.

5 Atlow, 4z+85, zz848g: Oficote, zt4+76, zo848z: Undemood, t94487. Oficote in ro86 was a berewick
of Ashbourne, and had at some tine eailier bcen sufficiently prosperous to be assessed at two carucates
(D.8., I, fo. z7zv.), though it was not taxed separately in the r4th century (e.g. 133+-5, P.R.O. E
rlslsrlZ). Underwood appears in the reign of Edward I (Rotuli Hundredorum, I, 58), although
judging by its tax assessment of 7s. 4d. it was the smallest village in Wirksworth wapentake to be
taxed on its own in 1334-5. It was still in existence in 1577 when the Saxton map of Derbyshire was
compiled (C. Saxton, Atlas of England., 15769).

0 258516, z585rz, ar,d possibly 267518.
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those of Kniveton, where again there is clear evidence of their existence.'
Hognaston, the next village, lies slightly off the road, though its fields never-
theless straddled it.' Flom the position of the parish boundaries it would
seem that in all probability the open fields of Hognaston, Brassington and
Carsington were continuous at this latter point. Certainly, from the point
vzhere Carsington parish is entered,e ridge and furrow is continuous on the
north side of the road not only into Carsington village but on through Hopton
to the Wirksworth parish boundary, whilst on the south side there is evidence
of its existence at least as far as Carsington. From Hopton onwards on the
south side of the road ridge and furrow once again appears as far as the
Wirksworth boundary. Here there is proof of the validity of crop patterns
as evidence." One field, to all intents and purposes completely flat, had
nevertheless a well defined pattern in the grass, with a darker colour in what
seemed to have been the furrows. In the next field there were the usual well
marked undulations, which continued exactly the pattern of the flrst field.
The whole of this road, in fact, has the air of having been at one time a track
through the open fields of the parishes along the balks, and follows the strip
pattern to a surprising extent.

Westwards, in the valleys of the other streams draining down into Ash-
bourne, the layout of strip systems is very similar. Brassington was surrounded
by a large quantity of open field arable, which at one time adjoined that of
Carsington, Bradbourne, and perhaps Ballidon. At the time of the enclosure
act of r8o3 there were still 4,ooo acres, including open field arable, waiting
to be enclosed.ll These Ballidon fields, again, join or come very close to
the open fields surrounding Parwich. Evidence of these begins on the hills
to the south, and continuei westwards almost as far as Parwich Lees.t' On
the north side of the road from Parwich to Parwich Lees the end of the open
fields can be clearly seen where the ridges and furrows end at the ditch which
once enclosed the village arable. It would be interesting to know whether the
hedge which is now associated with the ditch dates from the enclosure act
of r7BB, when roughly r,ooo acres were still left to be enclosed, or whether
it is older. Enclosure of arable had been taking place here long before, in the
reigns of Edward Vf, Mary, and Elizabeth I, and again in the reign of
Charles I when in r6jg Thomas Leving in his will admitted to following his
neighbours' example in enclosing land out of the common fields.l3 Ridge and
furiow is also visible on the easf side of the village.'a

To the south of the village it has not yet been established whether the open
Iields of Parwich actually joined those of Tissington and of the deserted
village of Lea by Bradbourne (whose fields themselves may have iolned
Bradbourne's). What is certain is that there is no gap between the fields of

7 zrz489, and {rom
8 z31515---233524, as

zt35o6 to the parish bounrlary at zr95o8.
well as at z365rr.

s 233524.
I o 268536.
rr Bra'siington (a typicat nucleated villl, 23454r, 230533, 222540, z3z5zz; Bradboutne, zr35z8, zrr5zg,

zo853r, 2o4546, zoz537; Ballldot, 2c5514, 199545, 2ot54t.
12 rgz535, t72548, 123546.
13 V.C.H., Detby, Il, t7z-3.
ra 193543.
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Lea, Tissington, Fenny Bentley and Thorpe, and that there was probably
none between Fenny Bentley and Mapleton, whilst only the river separated
those of Mapleton from those of the lost Staffordshire village of Okeover.
Anyone not familiar with the appearance of ridge and furrow could not do
better than to walk along the road past Lea Hall, through Tissington and
across the valley of the Wash Brook towards Thorpe.l' Thus on the southern
edge of the highland area, lying on the whole below 8oo ft., this survey of
the incidence of ridge and furrow gives the result that might be expected.
There was during the medieval period at some time highly intensive open
field arable cultivation, in areas which are now primarily pastoral or dairy
farming. The only exceptions to this are where hillsides sloped too abruptly
for the use of the plough to be practicable, as for example on the steeply
sloping sides of the valley of the Bradbourne Brook between Fenny Bentley
and Bradbourne, or the hillside above Mapleton dropping down sharply to
the plain of the Dove.

Further north in the Dove valley, the steep limestone gorges and the
quantity of high moorland make it less likely that there will be the same
intensive traces of arable cultivation. This is true, but the real difference
is that there are fewer villages in all in a given area, and not that arable
cultivation disappears. On the contrary, it will be seen that each village, even
in this upland area, had its open fields, which at one time probably covered
a very wide area. North and west of the area just described, for example,
there is the village of Alsop, lying, as its name implies, in the Dale. This
dale is far too steep-sided for the heavy medieval plough (or even the modern
one) to be a practical farming proposition. Nevertheless Alsop had its open
fields above the village where the hillside flattened, and beyond where the
valley widened,'u which incidentally involved cultivation at a height of over
goo ft. This also explains why the open fields of Parwich and Alsop do not
meet: the valley beyond Parwich Lees was too narrow and steep-sided for
cultivation by the men of Parwich lower down, although the "Lees" or
clearing to which they gave their name would seem to show that they did
their best! Further north, beyond the eastern arm of the Dove gorge, traces
of ridge and furrow are still visible near the two farms which are all that is
left of the village of Cold Eaton.l' The Dove gorge itself is the outstanding
example of a river valley in which it is not practicable to wield a plough,
from its confluence with the Manifold between Thorpe and Ilam to the village

15 Lea by Bradbourne, enclosed and abandoned after $t7 (Beresford, 346), has a vast quantity
of ridge and furrow, stretching in all directions lrom r95zoz, and going at least as far north as 196526.
South of the road at 186520 a ditch separates the north-south furrows on the Lea side from the east-
west furrows on the Tissington side, and may mark the point where the fields of the two villages
once met. Equally there is so much ridge and furrow in all directions from Tissington, particularlv
to the west and south, that there is no point in giving references to it all. It runs south beyond Fennv
Bentley to 173+98 and yg495. On the west it goes on into the open fields of Thorpe, at least as far as
16o.5rz, fn the valley of the Wash Brook it extends at least as far north as the line r645zg-t7o529.
Ati6osrz it comes to an end on the north side on the 8oo ft. contour line, with open moorland behind -clearlv the stone wall here is an old one marking the edge of the open fields. Thorpe equally is well
surroinded on the east side, and there are traces on the west at r525o3' Mapleton, yz47o, tt,er,ce
to and beyond the village: Okeover, 16148r.

16 $2555, 157554.
tz rnasoO, t-szi6l: for the village see Beresford, 346. This village disappeared comparatively late,

since ii -was siill marked on the Saxton map in 1577-
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of Hartington, where traces of the old open fields may again be seen.rs The
enclosure act in 1798 here also included arable in the rz,ooo acres that were
enclosed, though again it is clear from older evidence that enclosure had
been in progress in 1543, if not before.re It should here be emphasized that
the act included land in other townships in this vast parish, even though
proof of ridge and furrow has only so far come to light in two of them. At
Pilsbury, for example, another instance of a shrunken village, there is clear
evidence both above and below the earthworks of the castle which once
dominated a larger township of open fields along the flatter part of the valley
floor.'o The strips of the next village of Crowdecote are also clearly visible,
and there is littie space, if any, be"tween them and the fields of L-ongnor."
It would obviously be ridiculous to consider one side of the Dove without
the other, so that the existence of open fields round the villages of Sheen and
Alstonfield must also be noted."

Since the Anglo-Saxon invaders who brought with them this system of
cultivation as tliey moved up the rivers would be unlikely to make much
distinction between the Dove ind Manifold valleys - except that the Manifold
valley would be perhaps less forbidding at the confluence - the historian
looking for evidence of their agricultura-l systems must follow them up loth
rivers without regard for the limitations of later county boundaries. Since
the geological structure of the two valleys is much the same, gpen field-wi-
dence is igain to be expected outside the steep-sided valleys. The open lelds
of the lost village of Blore are obvious, and continue to the scarp of the
Manifold valley-itself." Round Ilam there is some evidence, both in the
river valley and on the spur between it and the Dove.2a At Grindon, Butterton
and Warslbw there are ilso indications of strip systems.'5

So much for the Dove and Manifold valleys in the highland area. The lower
end of the Derwent valley, where it flows out of the highlands past Darlgy,
Matlock and Cromford, presents its own problems. In this area (with whigh
must be coupled Wirksworth itself, although that lies at the head of the
system of streams which culminates in the river Ecclesbourne), indus-trializa-
tion over the last two centuries, and the consequent growth of urban develop-
ment, have successfully hidden any traces there may have been of o-pen

field systems. If, how-ever, it can'be shown that in all the surroun_ding
countryside open field systems existed, as well as further-up-the rivers Wye
and Derwent,-it will be-quite likely that such systems existed here_in places
where the terrain was sriitable. The gorges through Matlock itself and up
the Griffe Grange valley were too steep-sided, for example, to have been fit
for ploughing.

tf fraJatreidy been seen that there were open fields in Hopton and Callow,
the villages imri-rediately adjacent to Wirksworth on the west and south-west.

18 rz66or, rzt36ot, 128598.
7s V.C.H., Derby, lI, t7z.
20
2t

24
2;

r15634.
oq6Os6, and from o9z646 and o94655 to 100649 and rc2647
r12614, 109608: Alstonfield, 133558, r29555.
r335o3, see Beresford, 386.
1355t7,734527.
oioios, o83iss (this last reference is verv approximate).

rr0639,
099657,
Sheen,
t8q9s,
r365o8,
092539,
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on the other side of 
!h_e, 

Derwent, o-pposite wirksworth and Cromford, ridge
an{ fu^r19w-appegrq-a! Holloway and.Lea, as well as further north at Tanslejr,
east of Matlock.26 This is not surprising, for neither here, nor even at wirks-
worth, does the land round the-townihip rise above 75o ft. on the west,
too,:idge and furrow is visible round villages on streams'draining down into
the Derwent, and at far_high-er altitudes than Matlock or cromfordllt appears,
fo-r ilstance, both at wensley, and at Snitterton, as also in the next'group
of villag-es, at-winster and Elton, where the open fields of the two viTlagei
cannot have been far 

-aqa,rJ. More ,occurs south of here, at Grangeriill
(Ivonbrook Grange) and Aldwark, where similarly the fields came as"close
to each other as the terrain,w_ould permit, though there is a gap to the south-
west, between Aldwark and Parwich.2' At Aldwark, as earfiei at Alstonfield
and cold Eaton, the open fields lay at a height of well over r,ooo ft. An
g_ct oJ r8og enclosed the last remaining open field arable at Elton and Winster.
Ngrl! of wensley and Snitterton, inlhe Derwent valley, there are no traces
of ridge and furrow round Darley, for the same reasohi as at Matlock. As
soon.as the valley w-id9ns out, however, at the confluence of the rivers Wye
and Derwent,^a-good deal of evidence is to be seen at Rowsley, between tire
railway-and ,4.6 to the west of the town, and to the south-#est, where the
strips climbed up the hillside until it became too steep for the medieval plough,
and they ended at a bank which is still clearly visible.2s

A mile west of Rowsley, the lvers. Bradfoid and Lathkil join the wye,
and the basins of these two and their tributaries provide clear indicati6ni
of .open-field. systems. Even Stanton-in-Peak and Birchover, perched on or
below. the. -high ground of Stanton Moor, had their open fields.2' on the
gggo-sitg side of the steep narrow v.ailey were the open fields of Alport, where
Millfield Farm still stands in the middle of one of t6em, and of the losf village
of Harthill, though there is a clear gap (Harthill Moor) between their fielEs
and those of Elton and Gratton to the south.so Beyond Alport the strips of
Youlgreave are -still clearly visiP-le on the flat valley floor 6elow the village,
and in places above it as well.3l The next hamlet, tttiddleton, had the lisi
remains -oj ils open fields enclosed at the same time as those of youlgreave,
in,r8r5.32 The total amount of open field arable by then extant in ihe two
villages was a mere 32 acres, which when compared with the traces remain-
ing on the ground to this day, let alone with the amount which has left no
trace, shows to what an extent enclosure by agreement had already pro-

26 330565, 318578, 423597.
27 Wensley, z6o6_rr; Snitterton, 2766o7i Winster, 2356o6; Elton, zz7617, z176rz, zzo6rr; Ivonbrook,

242578, 47584; Lldwark, z3z57z.zt 254659, 25365o.
2e z4z64r, 242644, 23N2o.
30 Alport, 228647, zzz643i Harthill, 226639, 224630. fn ro86 there rvas a small manor here belonging

to Henry de Ferrers (D.8., I, fo. z7q v.), though it was apparentlv uncultivated at the time. It lttei
recovered somewhat, for in the rrth century tax lists it was assessed with Winster, and therefore
still existed (e.g. rS:+-5, P.R.O. E rZSlStlZ). By ISZT it had disappeared, as a village, since tho
Saxton aflas marks only Harthill Hall on the site, complete rvith a park round it - a classic example,
it would seem, of the disappearance through imparking of a small village some time during the {rvo
preceding centuries.

3r zrt638, 2rr638, 2\7647.
32 t9864r, ;94625.
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ceeded. Further up the valley, at the next point where there is sufficient
reasonably level ground, the strips of the "lost" village of Gratton are still to
be seen." Here Lowfield Farm stands in the middle of the strips of what was
cnce an open field. The short gap between Gratton and Elton would have
been very difficult for arable cultivation.

The precipitously sided Lathkill valley leads the historian to further com-
plications, since the only land available for cultivation lies above the valley,
at a considerable height, approaching or above the r,ooo ft. mark. At these
heights on the limestone, although the majority of farms are primarily dairy
or pastoral, the land is regularly ploughed and resown with grass and clover,
"to keep the moor back", as one farmer put it. In theory, it would therefore
seem unlikely that any traces of ridge and furrow would survive this regular
ploughing as well as weathering and the usual processes of "mass wastage".
In practice, there is a surprising quantity of evidence of one kind or another.
The remaining open field arable of Over Haddon was enclosed in 18o6, and
ridge and furrow formation survives east of the village.sn At One Ash, behind
the grange, there are what seem to be faint traces.tt Monyash had an enclosure
act, this time in r77r, which seems to have included open field arable, and
there is evidence of this arable both east and west of the village.'u

Beyond Monyash, at Chelmorton and Flagg, a fresh type of evidence
comes into play. There is at Chelmorton only one faint suggestion of ridge
and furrow, which is not sufficiently well marked to be accepted as evidence
by itself,s' whilst at Flagg, as at others of these high limestone villages such
as Litton, five miles to the north-east, none has so far appeared. Yet open
field arable at Chelmorton and Flagg was enclosed by act of parliament in
r8o5, and at Litton as early as t762, so that the non-existence of ridge and
furrow proves nothing. These high limestone villages, however, share one
peculiarity. Most of them have a considerable amount of their land divided
into long narrow fields, many of them in the region olzzo yards by zzyds.,
lying parallel to each other, often with fresh groups of them lying at right
angles to the others. On the large scale Ordnance Survey maps they look
for all the world like groups of arable strips, although they are of course
enclosed by stone walls. If it can be shown that these peculiar groups of fields
were at one time strips or groups of strips, it may very well be that they are
examples of early enclosure by agreement and exchange of strips, which
rvould not result in the wholesale redistribution and reallocation of holdings
which was done by the commissioners appointed under enclosure acts. The
absence of any remains of ridge and furrow within these long narrow fields

33zo36zo, zro614. Beresford (s+6) suggestecl this as a possihle lost vil,lage; the Domesday entrv
(D.8., I, fo. zzl v.\, the Saxton map, and the positioning of the open fields show that he was right,
itoreit it shoult be added that the village is only "lost" in the sense that it seems to have moved
to th"e modern site at Dale End, less than half a mile arvav. A shilt of population of this type would
nass unremarked in a larger village like Youlgreave, where there is some evidence to suggest that
ihe original village lay in ihe valley below the church,. that_it expanded up the_ hillside, and that the
tower iortion wis then abandoned for the timc being. In no sense was the village of Gratton
depopulated.

3a zt366t, 2t6666.
ss ii6tro'. This seems to be another case o{ a lost hamlet, if not a village. It was a berewick of the

rovat ma"nor of Bakewell in ro86, but by the end of the 1lliddle Ages was no more than a monastic
;;ft"; i;h"." norv onll' one farm survives. 3t' 747655, 158662' 37 ar46g5'
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would prove nothing. Since they would be the result of enclosure by agreement
before any enclosure act for the village, the probability would be that the
majority of the fields are over two hundred years old, and in many cases a
great deal older. "Mass wastage" and the regular ploughing that most of
these high limestone fields receive have thus had plenty of time to obliterate
traces of older systems of cultivation.

That this is true for some places can be shown beyond all manner of doubt.
There is extant Senior's survey of the three open fields of Buxton, dating
from 163r." By that time half the open fields there had been enclosed by
agreement, or by some other non-parliamentary means, and the survey shows
quite clearly this pattern of long narrow fields appearing in places.'n At the
two villages of Taddington and Priestcliffe, the villages immediately north of
Chelmorton and Flagg, this same pattern appears on the modern map. It also
appears on two r8th century surveys, one of which at least is pre-enclosure,
and marks the boundaries of open field strips where walls are now to be
found.no One of the surveys is dated 1773, twenty years before the act enclos-
ing the arable fields. At Abney, on the high land north of Eyam and west
of Hathersage, a survey made well on in the rgth century shows that north-
west of the village there were still nine unenclosed strips of roughly one acre
(zzo by 22 yds.), which now have stone walls running where formerly the
strip boundaries went. These nine open strips lay in the middle of a typical
pattern of long narrow fields.al At the western end of this pattern there is
one large field, the furthest from the village, where ridge and furrow makes
its appearance at long last.a2 Two things are clear from this. Firstly, since
the ridges and furrows fit in with the pattern of the long narrow enclosed
fields, these latter were enclosed out of the open field arable - they lie between
the ridge and furrow and the village, at a decreasing height. Secondly, the
wall outside the large field containing the ridge and furrow was the wall
surrounding the open fields, dividing them from the moor (as was the case
at Thorpe, above, p. rr4). A1l that is now needed is to produce evidence of
ridge and furrow actually inside a long narrow field of this type. This is
to be found at Ible, a village also surrounded by this type of enclosure, where
one field shows quite clearly in its surface evidence that it was created by
amalgamating and enclosing four separate strips.a3 Thus it can safely be
concluded that where this pattern of long narrow fields in interlocking blocks
exists (if it is not just a system of long parallel crofts stretching out behind

38 Shefteld City Library, Bagshawe Collection, C.z&.
39 Similar pre-enclosure surveys in other parts of the country show similar patterns of enclosure

bv agreemenf where this had taken place. At least one such survey, that of Clayworth, Notts., some-
ti-mes- marks the original strips inside these long narrow enclosures, thus shorving that such a field,
zzo by zz yds., would often consist of two strips enclosel tgrgether. (W. E'-Tate, "T!e Clayyorth
Manoiial Niap", Transacti.ons ol the Thoyoton Sociebt, XLIV (r94o), ro8. This article includes a
ohotosraoh of the map.)' ao S"heffield City Liblary, Fairbank Collection, Bak 5L: Bagshawe Collection, C.z8o.

al Fairbank Hop +S shows the open strips, with the unenclosed Jane_running through_them._Hop 5L,
of 1849, shows n6t only that the strips had by then been enclosed, but that the lane which ran
ai"n""itt" across them'had also been enclosed separately, making these small fields even smaller.
ifrS-""ii6""t" of the lane must by now have been very necessary, since it had sunk several feet
below the surrounding gtound level.

a2 r898or.
43 zsssTo.



the houses on the village street), there is a very strong presumption of-fairly
early enclosure of open field arable, whose existence may be regarded as

certain if there is any other supporting evidence.
Armed with this 

-conclusion, it is-now possible to examine the rest of
the high limestone region of the Wye basin, aided and abgtte4 by thq surveys
that eiist for this aria, as well ai by the Fairbank Field Books, in which
rough sketches of the property of initividuals often reveal the fact that the
land they held was in-uninclosed strips. One of these books, for- erample,
shows that at Tideswell and Wheston, it IJJQ, thirty-three years before the
enclosure act for these two villages, Thomas Eyre's land was scattered in
strips round the open fields.aa This underlines the suggestion of the_"Ion-g
naio* field" pattern on the modern nlap, on the south-east of Tideswell
and to the south of Wheston. Another field book gives clear evidence for
strip cultivation in Wormhill,ns whilst the fifth of this group of villages,.Ward-
low-, can show a "long narrow field" pattern to the east, west and north-west,
just where one wouldexpect to find bpen fields. Further west.,--at the-to_p of
ih" .c"rp of the wye goige three miles east of Buxton, the village of King-
sterndal-e still had iust four open strips left by the early rgth century, while
at Harpurhill to th-e south of Buxton in473 the land of-G. and W. Lomas
was scittered in seven strips, in addition to their enclosed land.'u

Further east, there remiin the villages of the lower part of the Wye. As
would be expected, these too show considerable evidence,of- open field cultiva-
tion. Great 

-and Little Longstone, for example, had their remainin-g opel
field arable enclosed by the same act as Waidlow, in r8ro, and ridge and
furrow is still to be seen at Great Longstone.o' At Ashford, the court rolls
show enclosure by agreement in progress in 16o8, by the exchange of half-
a-cre strips. Encloiur6 here came to an end with the act enclosing the arable
of both Ashford and Sheldon it t765, but the open fields of Ashford are
still visible.n' On the west side of B'akervell there is a large quantity of ridge
and furrow, showing that the open fields at one time went as far as-th_ey co-uld

towards those of Ov:er and Nether Haddon before they met natural obstacles,
in one place a steep hill above the plateau on which the open fields- lay, in
anothei a steep-sided valley.no Further down the river, there are the open
fields of Neth6r Haddon, ihe village destroyed to make way for Haddon
Hall.'o

upstream from Rowsley, the Derwent v1!ey sho-w-s much the sa-me pattern
as that of the Wye. Theie ale traces of ridge and furrow, though not very
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a4 Fairbank, Tid. 7L, rcL, F.B. 46, z'9.
45 Fairbank, F.B. 43, 5-6.
46 Fairbank, Hop r8S, Har zS.
47 2or723.
a8 rs6io2, ag47o4, rgrToo V.C.H., Derby' ll' t7z. -nr;;ait8;' ;;A';16;;,'beio* tte riusia6i zi56)5, above the stream, and a vast quantity between

these three points.*i-o"ffr"i"e-.";p 
the hillsirle as far as 215647, where there seems to have been a short interval before

trrose &-6rZr rr-raao., t"gr"] ii"* *"r"11ti 
"ittages 

of Haddon in 1086, bot! attached administrativelv
;; th"";;;i-;;;;-.iS-.1 "*"ii"ib.n.,-{, 

U. i?2"v.)-. In the r4th gentu.ry^Neth-er Haddon was much

ir,"-l-g"i,-ii"* its ta* quoii-i;-r;;'-try;; ioi. ra.,-as compared with over Haddon's r8s. zd. Bv
;;;r,-itcli";J'';e-t. r,rd lJ"*" -t'lr.e-r.re-tJni"t 

-oi. the viliaee 1leu!!,,eia1,.I. z8o), and bv the

iiii"'.i'it"'dr.tl" .n.n, i""iiii','-rt-hr.l-dii^pper.ed, lea-ving only the Hall and its park'
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well marked, at Beeley, supported by an act of r8rr enclosing open field
arable." The house and park at Chatsworth correspond to thosi of Nether
Haddon, and similarly a village was destroyed to make way for them. Traces
of the open fields of the original village of Edensor can still be seen in the
park at Chatsworth.s2 Equally, the adjacent group of villages to the north
before the sides of the valey become too steep had their open fields, at Pilsley,
at Curbar and at Calver." Not far to the rvest the strip systems at Hassop aie
still visible, as well as, at a point over a mile further south which su€igests
that they may have belonged to the lost village of Birchill.sn

Further north, in the Hope and Derwent valleys, the evidence on the ground
is less obvious. This is not in the least surprising, however, when one remem-
bers the phenomenon of mass wastage once again, and the intensive cultiva.
tion which the flatter parts of the valley floors have undergone in modern
times, and adds to that the fact that the only suitably flat lahd in the upper
part of the Derwent valley is now permanently under water. Nevertheless,
there is still sufficient evidence of one kind or another to demonstrate the
existence of open field systems here, both in the main valley itself and also
irr places where opportunity offered in and on the surrounding hills. The
enclosure act of rBoB for Hathersage, for example, covered the villages of
Hathersage itself, Bamford and Derwent, and included open field aiable.
No ridge and furrow has yet appeared in any of these three villages, though
there are some long namow strip type fields to be seen on the enclosure mip
of r83o both north and south of Hathersage itself.55 There is enough ridge
and furrow round Highlow Hall, however, not only to prove the existenie
of open fields, but to suggest that Highlow was once a village.sG A mile further
up the Derwent valley, and also on the west side of it, the hamlet of Offerton
shows marked traces of its old field system. This evidence is reinforced by
an indenture of t7r5, preserved in the parish chest at Hathersage, by which
John Paramour, the owner of Offerton Hall, leased to James Swain his land
there. That included not only enclosed land, but arable in various flats in
two big open fields, the Upper Town Field and the Nether Field. It would
be tempting to describe Offerton also as a lost village, were it not for the fact
that three dwellings still exist there.s7 Field boundaries here have changed

5r 272677, z6968o.
52 The transfer of Edensor to its present site to make way for the park at Chatsworth is well

known. What is not so well krrown is that the village of Chatsworth also disappeared. It was Iisted
in the same Domesday entry as the other lost village of Langley (D.8., T, fo.273): there were still
free tenements in the village in 43r (Feudal Aids, I, z8r), rvhile as well as marking the park, the
Saxton map o{ 1577 shorvs Chatsworth as a village on the eastern bank of the Derwent. Ridge and
furrow for Edensor can be seen in the park, at 25o695, z547or, and 2546q6. At the latter point the
size and age of oak trees which can be seen grorving out oI the middle of one of the old selions
indicate that imparking or enclosing must have taken place here not ]ater than the early part of
the rSth century.

53 z4gzrz, z5r738, 243744.
sa Hassop, iz57z6: Birchall (?), zt6zoz. Birchall ?ppeared as a berewick o{ Ashford in ro86 (D.8., I,

fo, z7z v.), and was still marked as a village on the Saxton map, though it is now represented only
bv Birchill Farm.-55 

Enclosure Award, Hathersage parish chest, Map r.
56 zt88oz, zr98oo. The place did not appear in Domesday, but had become a small village by the

time of Saxton.--'ii 
zr78t6, ztzSrz, where the end of the open field can still be traced. In ro86 it__was ]arge enough-

to be shared as two berewicks between the royal manor -of HoPe- and Ral-p-h _fitz Hubert's manor of
ifait"rirge (D.8., I, fos. z7z v., 27il. In the reiSn of Edward I it u'as still divided into Upper and
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a good deal in the last century, but a survey of 1848 thgys a- very large
number of long narrow fields with an area of between a half and two acles,
and an earlier-survey of. ;764 shows that six strips were still unenclosed at
that date.58 It would seem that a good deal of enclosure by agreement had
gone on between r7r5 and 1764. The next village,- Shatton, also has traces
5t strips on its east side, with the bank which enclosed them still visible."
The nime "westfield" which occurs south of the village may be significant.
Further on up the valley, at Hope, Aston, Thornhill an4 Bradwell, open
field arable wis enclosed- by the act of 18o6. There are faint traces o-r ,iqqq
and furrow at Aston, Brough, Bradwell, and Smalldale above Bradwell.uo
The traces at Aston are so fiint that they could not be called evidence at all,
were it not that a description in Hathersage parish chest dated ro December

ryr6 of the lands granted to Aston Hospital gives detailr -of open fleld arable
iri the High Field-of that village, and also in Hardin Flat in- another open
field whose name is not specified. In the early rgth century both Bradwell
and Smalldale were surrounded by interlocking blocks of long narrow strip
type fields,6' and so was Hope in r8r3.o' At H-azleba$ge-, to the south of
Bradwell, too little has survived, even of interlocking blocks of long narrow
fields, foi any identification of the fields of the old-villlge to be certain.63
Back in the main valley, the strips of Castleton can still be seen in places as

little more than a crop pattern.oa
For several of the^villages on the limestone plateau south and west of

those which have just beeri considered, there is the best evidence of all for
the existence of open fields - actual surveys. Ablgy has already been dis-
cussed. Great Huiklow and Grindlow have very faint crop patterns in two
olaces. which would not be admissible as evidence but for the fact that
I .o*"y of 163r shows clearly that there were then strips there.u' At
that dat-e the stite of enclosure was very similar to that at Buxton: some

enclosure by agreement and exchange had already taken -place, 
but the open

fields were itil-rr"ty much in evidence. More than half of the fields at Great
Hucklow had been" enclosed, but very little of Grindlow. At the same time,
it looks as if some of the closes to the north of Grindlow had never formed
part of the open fields, but had been assarted from the waste at some time
iubsequent td ttre original settlement and-partiJion of the.main arable land
oi tfr" village. The srirvey also suggests that the open fields had originallv

Nether Ofierton (K. Cameron, The Place-Nautcs-oJ Derbysfi'rc, I, t5S), but by.Elizabeth's r-eign the

ii;iffiri;,;;"ui,iii, ,"a tt.' "ittigi finds no place in the Saxton atlas, though it is clear from the
i;;;;il; .i-iirs'.tt ir oih"t *", stitt hel,t lan<l in these tu'o open fields'

s8 Fairbank Hop zzS, P.ath, 44L.
.5I 2o58zo.;; i".%;j 188828, r838:l: Brough, r858zl, r84Ezs llradrvell, r8o8r9:- Smalldale, 167813.. .. . -
.1 ii;i;;;"'k-H;:p'rt, d;t,-.na-iii"-.Lttered pittern of the_strip-i belonsins to one individual on

ff.p Zi-^iJtt iiif fif.-" tf,.'.*tt"i'ot trotaings in an open field enllosed bv agreement and exchanse

of strios.
oz Sigshawe, C.z8r, C.z8r B.
6s fn ro86 Wiltiam peveril"ireld the manor here (D.8., T, fo. 276)- It rvas quite heavilv taxed in

the rath century 1e.g. t, r:i;-S;'p.n.O. e r7glgrt7, $hen it was asiessed at aas. zd.), but bv Saxton's

;#"'iil;;;;oiti" irrJ-r.'"a-;;"""d;;fu'h;ar,is do.*n it almost into Bradrvell' Ridse and furrorv

i;;'H;;i";;a;;isitih:u.t "iiilrri it tzozgz, as a crop pattern within the much larger "rvaves" of the

drainase down the hillside.
64 131839, r43836, rsa833.
oo tai\zi7', r8sz8z: Bagsharvc, C z88'
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been arranged on a three field system. The open field arable of Great Hucklow
was enclosed in r8o3, and it is typical of enclosure by commissioners under
an act that the present field boundaries show no trace of the long narrow
fields so much in evidence elsewhere. Nor do they bear any relation to the
open field strips of 163r, although it is true that the closes made prior to that
year can still be traced in an early rgth century post-enclosure survey.uu
Open field arable at Little Hucklow was enclosed a year later, in r8o4.
Originally there had been a survey here, too, in 163r, since that of the other
two villages not only refers to it, but totals the land for all three villages
together. At Eyam, the act of r8o3 enclosed no arable specifically. However,
an r8th century survey of Eyam and Foolow not only shows far more long
narrow enclosed fields in interlocking blocks than exist today: it shows that
there were still unenclosed strips both at Eyam and at Foolow.o7

What is perhaps most surprising is not that there was open field cultivation
on the high limestone, but that there was so much of it. There was no gap
of uncultivated waste between Eyam and Foolow. The open fields of Litton,
Tideswell and Wheston were equally contiguous, and were separated from
those of Wardlow on the east and Wormhill on the west only by the two
gorges. It is not easy even on the 163r survey to separate the open fields of
Grindlow and Great Hucklow, and there can have been little rough pasture,
if any, between these two and Foolow, or between Great and Little Hucklow.
Taddington and Priestcliffe, again, had no space between their fields, and
whilst some rough moorland pasture did exist between these two and Chel-
morton and Flagg, it is probable that only the steep sides of Deepdale separ-
ated the easternmost field of Taddington from that to the north of Sheldon.
The lowland arable plains of Nottinghamshire, where for example the open
fields of East Markham were divided from those of West Marliham and of
Tuxford by nothing more than a balk, were cultivated no more intensively.us
The only difference is that the grass balk of the lowland tended to become
the stone wall of north Derbyshire.

Evidence of the number of open fields in any village in this area is unsatis-
factory. Ridge and furrow by itself gives no indication of the number of open
fields into which the arable was divided. Surveys, unless they specifically
name the fields, all too often are ambiguous. All that can safely be said is
that at Buxton, for example, the survey of 163r suggests very strongly that
there were three open fields, whereas at Offerton, since the owner of the
Hall himself had land in only two fields, it would be unlikely that there would
have been more than two. The point is not important, in any case. Short
of the appearance of a list of the customs of any one village, there is no means
of knowing for certain whether its fields were worked on a two, three, or
four field rotation. An apparently two field village could easily be worked
on a four field rotation by dividing each field into two, whilst in the r8th
century there are occasionally agreements by which a three field village was

66 Bagsharve, C.z8o.
67 Fairbank Eya rL shows the open strips which had been enclosed by the time of Eya zL. There

is also a trace of ridge and furrow at zot76g.
68 Borthrvick Institute of Historical Research, l\ts. R III S r (West Markham), R III S z (Tuxford).
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converted to the Norfolk four crop rotation, without any change taking place
which would be apparent in a survey or in the pattern of ridge and furrow.un
What matters is not whether there were two fields or three - and in north
Derbyshire the number of fields would depend on the topographical layout
of thi land available. The important feature is whether or not open field
arable cultivation existed at all,-and this has by now been adequately proved.

Since this investigation is concerned primarily with the evid,enc_e__left by
the settlers advancing up the lines of the Manifold, the Dove, the Wye-and
the Derwent, the extieme north-west of the country, draining into the Irish
Sea via the rivers Goyt and Etherow, is really rather irrelevant, since it
was not settled by the protagonists of the open field system in the same way
as the rest of the tounty. Nevertheless, it is perhaps worth noting that despite
mass wastage on the hillsides, and despite the vast changes and destruction
of evidence-wrought by the industrial levolution, faint traces of open field
systems survive in some of the villages which were once berewicks- of Long-
dendale and Thornsett, at Chisworth, Charlesworth, and Charlestown.To
Further south, there is also some tenuous evidence at Chapel-en-le-Frith.71

As a general conclusion, it would thus appear that there are areas in the
wapentales of Wirksworth and High Peak where there were no open field
rysi"*s, though at the same time these areas- are not nearly- so extensive as

,r1"s orr.. thoright. There were none on the highest moorland of all, and the
critical level seims to be just below the r,3oo ft. contour, 4 any rate on the
limestone. The extreme nbrth of the county, the region of Kinder Scout and
the Upper Derwent with its tributaries above Ladybower, all lies too high
for seiflement and arable cultivation. The same criteria apply west and
immediately north of Buxton, and in the higlest pa$s oj Staffordshire to
the south of it. Th" vale of Edale, too, has so far produced no real evidence
of open fields, though it is conceivable that this is due to its disappearance.
It is'not possible her6 to argue safely either way-from the absence of evidence,
since theie is just a faint sriggestion of ridge and furrow near Nether Booth.'2
This by itself is not strong enough to be a proof of anything: 

. 
it merely ititt-.

that in this valley the question be lett open. On the high moorland round Peak
It'orest, too, theie are^few traces, though since by no m.91ns all of this lies

,Uor" r,3oo ft. there may be another reison for this, as will sho{ly be seen."
1.he iJst blank area is at first sight the most surprising. South-east of

Buxton, in a direct straight line as far as Brassington,.,there are no traces of
open field cultivation on the top of the ridge or !o1-a mile or.so on either side.

li ttris really means that there were no open fiel^ds here., .it is all the more
unusual, since on both sides of the line open field cultivation -was fairly
intensive at some time or other on all the possible land. There was little waste

land, if any, between the open fields_of such adjacent villages as Parwich
and Ballidon, or Winster and Elton. It would be no answer to say that on

6e W. E. Tate, "The Clayrvorth Manorial \lap",. Transactions ol the- Tltoroton--Societt), ){LIY
(rg+o),'rod'pioa"""a ." ""iirpt" 

of this from thi village of Sutton-cum-Lound in Nottinghamshire.
7o 996923, oo7933, 037927.
7r o478t8.
z2 89955.
ze ir-.1ti"i'or"st itself had some open fiekl arable, horvevcr, at n7793'
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the whole this ridge runs along the highest land in the area: it does, but only
for less than a quarter of a mile does it reach r,3oo ft. It is even more curious
that it is precisely at this point that open fields came nearest to this line.
These were the fields of Chelmorton, which thernselves reached nearly r,3oo
ft. The clue may be found in the fact that the Roman road through Buxton
ran along this line. It has long been known that the original Anglo-Saxon
settlers avoided placing their villages on or near the lines along which raiding
bands might come. Thus river lines and Roman roads were avoided, so that
frequently, as here, the boundary between the territory of two adjacent villages
ran along the road, and can be seen marked on the map as a parish boundary
to this day. In this case the villages were set so far back that their open
fields never expanded on to the ridge itself. The existence of the old road
may thus be responsible at least as much as the altitude for the apparent
absence of open fields - for the ridge is very little higher, if at all, than the
surrounding plateau. Similarly, the Roman road from Buxton to Brough
and Doncaster lan very close to Peak Forest, if not actually through it, so
that much the same conditions applied here. It must be emphasized, however,
that this is merely a suggestion to account for a lack of evidence at present.
There is no reason why at a later stage of settlement villages should not have
appeared along the line of the road and cultivated its open fields, as at Peak
Forest itself. All that can safely be said is that should any evidence come
to light, the list of lost Derbyshire villages will probably increase !

These few highland areas have been shown to be true to type, as areas
of high rough moorland pasture. The district round Ashbourne, the lowland
below Boo ft., has also run true to type, as might have been expected, in
being a region of concentrated and intensive open field arable cultivation
before the great change to sheep towards the end of the Middle Ages. It is
the area in between llam, Tissington, Parwich and Wirksworth in the south,
and the Hope valley in the north, that has produced the unexpected. Here,
despite the height, there is strong evidence that as much land as possible
came under the plough at some time between the Domesday Survey and the
enclosure and imparking movement in the r5th century, and that every village
of any size at all had its open fields, three where possible, on which it grew
its corn. Only the unploughable or the virtually worthless seems to have been
left entirely alone during the period of "high farming". Again, this is not
altogether unexpected. Derbyshire was not a poor county in the Middle Ages,
nor did it lack population. The later Middle Ages were the hey-day of the
lead mining industry, and there is no reason why the land should not have
been cultivated to feed the miners. The tax returns for the r4th century also
give a picture of prosperity. High Peak wapentake in 1334-5 was assessed at
a total of dB9. r6s. od. for the tenth and fifteenth, which was not a small
sum for a wapentake of this size.'a On the other hand, as with the other areas
of the country which were intensively farmed under open field systems, there
has been a retreat of cultivation since the r4th century, leaving in its wake the
usual trail of deserted or shrunken villages, abandoned for reasons which

74 P.R.O. E r7sl9tl7
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are too well known to need detailing here. Additional evidence has appeared
to confirm the disappearance of Lea by Bradbourne and Cold Eaton, already
well enough known- Gratton seems to have moved a short distance rather
than to have vanished. One Ash, Harthill, Nether Haddon, Chatsworth, High-
low, Offcote, IJnderwood, and possibly Birchill and Hazlebadge, have all
joined the ranks of the lost villages, whilst Pilsbury, Callow and Offerton
have shrunk almost to the point of extinction. There are certainly more to
be found. Even in this respect High Peak and Wirksworth wapentakes exhibit
the same characteristics as lowland arable areas. Derbyshire must at last
take its place firmly amongst the counties where in the Middle Ages -one _of
the main features of agriculture was the great open arable field outside the
nucleated village.


